
 

BOARD OF SECONDARY EDUCATION KARACHI 
MODEL QUESTION PAPER 

S.S.C. (ANNUAL) EXAMINATIONS 2021 & ONWARDS 

Total Time: 3 Hours ETHICS Total Marks: 75 
(FOR NON-MUSLIM CANDIDATES) 

(CLASS – IX) Science Group 
 

General Instructions: 
Section ‘A’: It consists of 15 Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) and all of them to be answered. 
Section ‘B’: It consists of 13 Short –Answer Questions from which 09 are to be answered. 
Section ‘C’: It comprises 05 Descriptive –Answer Questions from which 03 are to be answered. 
 

SECTION ‘A’ MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS (Marks:15) 

Time: 30 minutes                                                                                                 Max. Marks: 15 

Note:  

i. Attempt all the questions. 

ii. Do not copy down the questions, write only answer. 

iii. Each question carries one mark. 
 

Q.1 Choose the correct answer from the given options. 
 

(i) The poem, “Long Live Pakistan” is written by: 

*Sharer Naumani             * Shaqi Javed           

*   Zia Jalandhri        *   Khawaja Altaf Hussain Hali  

 

(ii) Ethics is knowledge of  

* Literature           *  Moral            *  Character              *  All of these 

 

(iii) No one has any right to consider the other person as; 

*Superior       *   High                   *   Mean           *  Cheap 

 

(iv) God has created human being as; 

*   Pious creature          *    High valued creature          

*   Respectable creature          *    All of these 
 

(v) It is called a goldmine 

*Real nobility            * Hard work      *   Lawful earning           *  Self respect  

 

(vi) The lesson, “Debate and Argument” has been written by: 

*    Sir Syed Ahmed Khan     *Khawaja Altaf Hussain Hali    

 *   Dr. Allama Muhammad Iqbal      *Muhammad Hussain Azad 

 

(vii) It is the most significant event where a human is completely helpless; 

*Death      *   Marriage     *  Birthday    *  None of these 

 

(viii) The book that revealed to Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H –– Last Prophet) is  

*The Holy Bible       *  The Holy Quran         *  The Taurat         *  The Zaboor 

 

(ix) Zarathustra (Zoroaster) was born in the year 

*568 BC       *  610 BC         *  1469 AD       *  577 AD 

 

(x) Main kinds of duties to become a good citizen are: 

*Two     * Three    * Four     *   Five  

 

(xi) The place of worship for Sikh is: 

*Church      *  Temple     *   Gurdvara      *  Mosque 
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(xii) The teachings of Zarathustra are preserved in the books: 

*The Granth sahib and Bhaqvat Gita        * The Bible and the Holy Quran      

*   Gatha and Avista       *  None of these  

 

(xiii) He used to make caps in order to earn his livelihood: 

* Emperor Aurangzeb       *   Emperor Babar    

*  Emperor Akber       *   Emperor Hammanyun 

 

(xiv) First important social institution is: 

*Family     *   Neighborhood   *  School    *  Friend’s Circle 

 

(xv) The ten commandment were revealed to: 

*Prophet Moses       *   Guru Nanak      *  Shri Krishna     *  Zarathustra  

 

 

 

_____________________________________ 
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SECTION ‘B’ SHORT ANSWER-QUESTIONS (Marks: 36) 

Note: Answer any 09questions from this section. All questions carry equal marks. 

 

2. What are the four qualities of a polite person? 

3. What are the things that reveal Self-respect? 

4. What are the four manners of conversation in the gathering? 

5. What are the four merits of Universal Brotherhood? 

6. What are the four qualities of disciplined attitude? 

7. What does Courtesy mean? Why is it necessary for everyone to have a sense of courtesy? 

8. What are the four duties of an honest man?  

9. Enumerate briefly four moral qualities of Prophet Muhammad ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص   (the Last Prophet). 

10. What is explained in Bhagvat Gita ‘OR’ Garanth Sahib? 

11. What does the poet mean by “We have the same goal”? 

12. What is meant by Patriotism? Write any three qualities of a Patriot? 

13. What is the importance of morality in Zoroastrianism? 

14. What are the four benefits of dignity of labour? 

 

SECTION ‘C’ DESCRIPTIVE ANSWER-QUESTIONS (Marks: 24) 

 

Note: Answer any 03questions from this section. All questions carry equal marks. 

 

15. What is Ethics? What are the opinions of various thinkers about it?  

 

16. “God possesses all qualities and goodness” Write any eight points in the light of  

this statement. 

 

17. Discuss the Prophet Moses ‘OR’ Mahatma Gautama Buddha under the following heads; 

(i) Early life                    (ii)        Teachings 

 

18. What is meant by law? What are the duties of a good citizen regarding it? 

 

19. What is meant by character building? What is the role of social institutions in it? 

 

______________________________ 
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